
All day, every day, packages move 
throughout your organization. 

InnerTrack™ lets you efficiently 
manage the movement of 
packages - automating manual 
processes, creating visibility, and 
documenting an electronic record 
of every transaction.



Problems with the Current State

Hospital supply chain management is fraught with 
manual, disconnected processes, driving higher 
costs through labor, errors and rework, poor 
reporting capabilities and inaccurate information. 
With healthcare systems growing in complexity, 
the movement of packages, including supplies and 
specimens, from point-to-point within organizations 
is constant. The scheduling, pick-up, delivery 
and routing of packages can be complex, and it is 
essential for supply chain efficiency to track the flow 
of these materials.

Additionally, many organizations use manual 
receiving processes that require hours of staff 
time each day to unload, stage, deliver and track 
packages coming into the system. With little 
visibility to shipments in transit within the hospital, 
team members waiting for supplies can spend 
hours trying to locate packages. Hospitals often 
have no method in place to track and record the 
routing of a package from one location to another. 

As a cloud-based mobile solution, InnerTrack 
receiving and package tracking provides smart 
workflow to manage the transit of materials within 
a healthcare system. Using InnerTrack, visibility 
is created to packages as pick-ups are scheduled, 
deliveries are routed, materials are transferred – 
even from delivery truck to delivery truck if needed 
– and routes are completed. With InnerTrack, the  
movement of packages can be documented with a 
simple-to-use mobile interface on a smart device 
such as an iPod, iPhone or iPad. Web-based users 
can track the progress of deliveries throughout 
the process, with visibility to the entire end-to-end 
transaction. 

To meet specific needs of a healthcare system, 
InnerTrack is designed as a modular solution, 
providing functionality that allows users within an 
organization to perform a range of functions: set-up 
a variety of locations (hospitals, labs, clinic, stand-
alone emergency or urgent care centers) from 
which pick-ups can be scheduled, delivery routes 
established and packages transferred among multi-
point routes, and materials tracked through delivery.  

At receiving docks, users can unload shipments, 
match incoming supplies to purchase orders (POs) and 
identify the destination location, identify items missing 
from shipment, stage and print labels, and deliver, all 
while creating an electronic record of the transaction.  

Introducing Inner Track...  

Let InnerTrack Put You on the Right Track

• Select InnerTrack modular functionality based on your organization’s needs

•  Create locations throughout your organization – including acute and sub-acute care settings –  
from which pick-ups and deliveries can be scheduled

•  Fully track packages from dock-to-destination, routed anywhere inside your organization

• Schedule pick-ups and transfers from location to location

•   Print labels to ensure accurate identification or destination is visible on packages

•    Create an end-to-end electronic record, including signature if required for audit trail 

• Full visibility to package status: awaiting pick-up, out for delivery, transferred, refused, delivered

• Reporting tools to improve visibility and system efficiency



About Inner Track
The InnerTrack™ receiving and package 
tracking solution offers an accurate, 
automated approach to improve the receiving 
process across an entire distribution 
platform, from scheduling a package pick-
up or unloading at the dock to final delivery 
location. With the InnerTrack cloud-based 
solution, you won’t miss a package. You’ll 
know what’s in transit, scheduled for pick-up, 
and been received by your organization. You’ll 
easily see what’s been delivered, to each 
specific location and who signed for it. You’ll 
have a full electronic record of all packages 
received and delivered.

InnerTrack with Receiving 
InnerTrack with Receiving integrates with major delivery carriers, 
including UPS and FedEx, so as packages are scanned into the 
system, they are matched to the purchase order (PO). InnerTrack 
identifies the final destination within the health system, prints a 
label for each box, and as packages are staged for delivery, makes 
routing and delivery faster and simpler. Once loaded onto carts for 
delivery, packages assigned to a delivery cart are scanned, creating 
tracking of the package as it’s routed within the organization. 

InnerTrack with Receiving helps ensure: 

•   Every incoming package is quickly scanned into the system for 
continuous tracking 

•   Internal users can log-in to locate packages that have been 
received 

•   An electronic record is created, from the incoming shipment 
through the electronic signature of the final recipient 

•   Shipment contents can be matched to the corresponding PO, 
with any outstanding items identified for follow-up 

•   Completed POs can be closed with an InnerTrack-generated EDI 
856 (Advanced Ship Notice) submitted to the MMIS or ERP system

InnerTrack Benefits 
InnerTrack closes gaps in manual 
processes with an automated approach 
and smart workflow, significantly 
reducing staff time and improving 
visibility and documentation of the entire 
process. From the moment a pick-up 
is scheduled or a package comes off 
the truck, until it has been received at 
its final destination, InnerTrack allows 
users within your system to know where 
each package is throughout the entire 
process. 

InnerTrack:

•   Significantly reduces processing and 
package handling time

•   Creates electronic end-to-end record of  
all transactions

•   Improves visibility to all packages in 
transit throughout your organization



Call or email JumpTech to start simplifying your inventory  
processes today:  888-373-7226 or 651-287-6000

info@jumptech.com

Reporting Capabilities
InnerTrack reports create visibility to all packages 
as they move throughout your organization, whether 
from one location to another or from the delivery 
truck to your receiving dock. Reports include:

•   Package Status

•   Delivery Efficiency

•   Route Status

•   Receiving

•   Integrated Carrier Detail

•   Integrated Carrier Overview

Each report provides a real-time view of status,  
based on the latest scans.

Get Started With InnerTrack
Available for use including iPhones, iPods, iPads, 
InnerTrack simplifies your hospital’s receiving and 
tracking processes, putting your information in the 
cloud and your processes back on track. 

About Jump Technologies, Inc.
Smart, simple, cost effective. Cloud-based mobile 
supply chain solutions for dock-to-destination visibility.

JumpTech provides cloud-based mobile solutions 
for hospitals and healthcare systems that are easy 
to implement, adopt and manage, and use non-
proprietary mobile devices such as smart phones 
and tablets. Eliminating extensive investments 
in hardware, implementation time and training, 
solutions from JumpTech quickly deliver return on 
investment. Easy-to-use interfaces and accurate, 
timely reports help drive compliance, reduce 
training, save hard dollars and reduce labor.


